A Multi-Dimensional Analysis of RST Discourse Relations in Eight Genres
This paper examines genre variation from the viewpoint of discourse relations in the
framework of Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST, Mann & Thompson 1988). Discourse
relations, such as ‘cause’ or ‘condition’ in Figure 1, are signaled using a range of
linguistic means (Das & Taboada 2017), including discourse markers, syntactic devices
(e.g. relatives), semantics (e.g. co-referentiality) and genre conventions (e.g. use of
headings).

Figure 1. Fragment from a discourse relation analysis.

While Multi-Dimensional analyses (Biber 2009) have shown the importance of lexical,
morphological and syntactic cues across genres, genre studies of discourse relations
remain few (see Taboada & Lavid 2003, Gruber & Huemer 2008). Using the Georgetown
University Multilayer corpus (GUM, Zeldes 2017), we compare data covering 85,000
tokens/7,400 instances of 20 relations from eight text-types taken from the Web: news,
interviews, how-to guides, travel guides, reddit forums, and academic, biographical, and
fiction writing.
We discuss and integrate two kinds of results into a Multi-Dimensional analysis: on one
hand, genres vary widely in proportions and arrangements of discourse relations. On the
other, ways in which the same relations are signaled depend strongly on genre. For
example, we can consider the contrastive ‘contrast’, ‘antithesis’ and ‘concession’ in
Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Relation proportions in four genres.

While neutral ‘contrast’ is balanced, ‘antithesis’ (presenting an alternative to favor the
first option), is used most in interviews (often polemically), and in how-to guides
(“whow” in Figure 2) to warn against not following instructions, but less in news and
travel guides. A concession, which concedes value in an opposing idea, is common in
travel guides (“voyage”), but less in news, as viable alternatives are emphasized in
instructional texts, but not in news narrative. Starting from these distributions, we use
machine learning methods to explore recurring words and annotations signaling the same
relations in different genres.
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